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JOHN HUMPHRYS: We’ll need more
nuclear weapons to fight the greatest
war of all… just not the ones you think
By JOHN HUMPHRYS FOR THE DAILY MAIL
PUBLISHED: 23:30, 11 September 2020 | UPDATED: 23:33, 11 September 2020

John Watson, then a Tory MP, knew he had a bit of a battle on his hands. He was
addressing his audience about the benefits of nuclear power. Not an easy case to
make with so many coal miners filling the chairs in front of him. 

But he felt pretty confident he could persuade them that working in a nuclear power
station was far less dangerous than digging coal from deep underground.

The industry, he said, had a fine safety record. No fatal accidents and your lungs
didn’t get filled with deadly coal dust. He was on a bit of a roll. Or so he thought.

We will need more nuclear power. Far more even than the giant new Hinkley Point C plant
(pictured) will generate when (if) it is switched on in 2030

Then a bluff old Yorkshireman stood up.

‘Mr Watson,’ he said, ‘are you trying to tell me that nuclear is safer than coal?’

‘Yes,’ John replied, ‘that’s exactly what I’m saying.’

‘In that case, why didn’t we drop a whole load o’ coal on Hiroshima?’

That was back in the 1980s. Mr Watson left politics a few years later. The debate over
the safety of nuclear power continues. But he was right then and he is right today. 

And I write this as somebody who spent his teenage years under what we all called
‘the shadow of the bomb’.
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We were terrified of it. We had seen what it had done to Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We
knew the Soviet Union had the power to blow us all to kingdom come. 

True, we knew the United States could do the same to them. But we also knew the
West’s policy was MAD. Literally. It stood for Mutually Assured Destruction. Hardly
reassuring.

And I write this as somebody who spent his teenage years under what we all called ‘the
shadow of the bomb’. We were terrified of it. We had seen what it had done to Hiroshima and
Nagasaki (above)

I remember making a film for the BBC about the American ‘deterrent’. I still wince
when I recall the sheer terror of sitting next to the pilot of one of the new B52
bombers as we skimmed over the hills of North Dakota at ridiculous speed, so low
you could tell the colour of the sheep’s eyes.

And I will never forget the simultaneous feelings of awe and horror, standing in a
deep bunker and looking up at the lethal beauty of a Minuteman missile towering
above me.

In the control room, I saw the two firing buttons that could send it on its way to
Moscow. They were spaced at more than the width of a man’s outstretched arms, so
they couldn’t be activated by one lone madman.

The destructive power of those missiles compared with a modern nuclear weapon is
that of a firecracker versus a bazooka.

So, yes, I know the world is theoretically never more than a few hours from a nuclear
holocaust. It would be foolish to believe that because the worst has never happened,
it never will.
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Miss Lights has been campaigning on green issues since she was a child. She resigned from XR
because she could no longer defend its tactics or some of its wilder claims based on no
evidence. Above all, she could not accept its opposition to nuclear power

But it is also foolish to allow the fear of nuclear weapons to colour our attitude to
nuclear energy. One might be necessary to deter a reckless enemy. The other might
prove crucial in a battle that is already under way: the one to save our planet from
the horror of uncontrolled global warming.

Which is why I found myself nodding in approval when I read the words of Zion
Lights in this newspaper on Thursday. 

She had been the chief spokesperson for Extinction Rebellion, the organisation that
ludicrously decided the best way to inform the public of the dangers of climate
change was to deny people the chance to read about it in their newspapers — hence
some 60,000 regular Mail readers were unable to get their copy of the paper last
Saturday.

Miss Lights has been campaigning on green issues since she was a child. She
resigned from XR because she could no longer defend its tactics or some of its
wilder claims based on no evidence. Above all, she could not accept its opposition
to nuclear power.

She is one of a growing number of environmentalists who have come, usually
reluctantly, to the conclusion that it is a vital weapon in the fight against climate
change.

The first to break ranks was Professor James Lovelock, the creator of the Gaia theory
that the Earth is a self-regulating organism and a hero to environmentalists around
the world. 

He caused a sensation when he pronounced that ‘only nuclear energy can now halt
global warming’. That was in 2004. Since then, many leading greens have
abandoned their opposition to nuclear power too.

What they are not saying is that we don’t need renewable energy. Wind and solar
power are playing an increasingly vital part.
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Nuclear power is not just about keeping the
lights on. It is about the future of our children
and grandchildren. And theirs

There have been days in this country when all our electricity has come from sun or
wind. But the sun doesn’t always shine, the wind doesn’t always blow and we still
don’t have the technology for storing enough energy to keep the lights on. Nor can
we continue to rely so heavily on importing natural gas from abroad.

No one is saying nuclear power is without its risks. But we have learned a lot since
Chernobyl. The last serious accident was nearly ten years ago, when a tsunami
wrecked the nuclear plant at Fukushima in Japan. 

Some 2,000 people died in the chaotic
emergency evacuation. Not a single
death from radiation was recorded. Not
then, nor since.

Nobody knows how many will die from
uncontrolled global warming. What we
do know is that it is beginning to run out
of control. 

When the world came together in Kyoto
in 1997 to agree on a battle plan, there
was hope that we might finally begin to
reduce the amount of carbon we release
into the atmosphere. The opposite has
happened.

More carbon has been emitted as a
result of human activity since 1990 than
in the entire previous era since the start
of the Industrial Revolution.

A vast proportion is produced in
generating electricity. And we will need massively more in this country when petrol
and diesel cars are banned only 20 years from now.

Which means we will need more nuclear power. Far more even than the giant new
Hinkley Point C plant will generate when (if) it is switched on in 2030. And the
Government has made an almighty mess of its nuclear policy.

As Alex Brummer pointed out in these pages, in a few short months two Japanese
firms, Toshiba and Hitachi, have pulled out of contracts to build new plants in
Cumbria and on Anglesey. And there are no more in the pipeline.

Lord knows, this Government is very good at declaring emergencies. But it’s about
time it recognised that global warming is on another scale, even compared with a
nasty virus.

Nuclear power is not just about keeping the lights on. It is about the future of our
children and grandchildren. And theirs.

A professor at Imperial College London has just won one of the most prestigious
prizes in mathematics. It’s worth $3 million.

He has worked out how a spoon moves when it is stirring a cup of tea.

Yes, yes . . . I know you could have told them that. You’ve seen it often enough. And
your explanation probably would not have taken up 180 pages of impenetrable
equations. 

But this is the world-renowned Breakthrough Prize we’re talking about, and you’ll
just have to take the judges’ word for it that nobody had ever been able to use
equations to prove it until Professor Sir Martin Hairer produced his solution.

Indeed, I’m willing to bet that, unlike Sir Martin, you are not an expert in the theory
of ‘regularity structures in stochastic partial differential equations’. I reckon my
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money is safe.

But if he can tell us how a spoon moves when it’s stirring a cuppa, my suggestion is
that the Health Secretary, Matt Hancock, should call him in for a bit of guidance on
his latest barmy proposals for how many relatives we can invite round to share that
cuppa — and maybe even a slice of Madeira cake too. Should be a doddle.
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in a floral linen dress
as she enjoys a solo
shopping trip
 

Selma Blair horses
around with boyfriend
Ron Carlson as they
enjoy a romantic stroll
on the beach in Malibu
 

Saoirse Ronan steps
out with her TWO true
loves: Star enjoys a
stroll with her beau
Jack Lowden and dog
Fran (who's named after
a drug dealer) 
 

Max George's ex
'warns Stacey Giggs he
could fall for Strictly
curse' after friends of
the couple insist they
are 'not worried' about
possible show romance
 

'Is that his mum?'
Fans ask Love Island's
Charlie Brake, 25, if '90s
TV icon Jenny Powell,
52, is his girlfriend or
MOTHER as the unlikely
pals party together 
 

Coleen Rooney
accused Rebekah Vardy
of leaking stories to the
press last year... but
now their Wag-atha
Christie saga may not
be played out in public 
 

'I hope this makes
anyone struggling feel
better': David Tennant's
wife Georgia shares
candid post about
breastfeeding her
daughter Birdie
 

Britney Spears wishes
firstborn Jayden
Federline a happy 14th
birthday while also
giving younger son
Sean Preston an early
shout out for his 13th
 

Pregnant Bindi Irwin
and Chandler Powell
proudly share baby's
first sonogram and vow
to teach their 'little
Wildlife Warrior' about
protecting the planet
 

Alesha Dixon flashes
her abs in a fuchsia co-
ord while Amanda
Holden exudes glamour
in monochrome gown
for Britain's Got Talent
semi-finals
 

Nicola Adams 'is set to
become the first female
star not to wear a dress
on Strictly' amid reports
Katya Jones is 'winning
the battle to be her
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dance partner'
 

The Kissing Booth's
Jacob Elordi catches up
with his Euphoria costar
Maude Apatow at
lunch... after going
public with new
girlfriend Kaia Gerber
 

Coleen Rooney 'wants
access to rival Rebekah
Vardy's email, phone
records and texts to
gather evidence for
their £1 million High
Court case'
 

No ball games or
washing lines... and 83
other rules: Prince
Charles accused of
taking draconian
measures to preserve
look of Cornwall estate
 

Ashlee Simpson and
husband Evan Ross
upgrade to $4.5M five-
bedroom Encino
estate... as she prepares
to welcome third child
this fall
 

'I can lean on you
when I'm down': Sam
Thompson thanks BFF
Pete Wicks as he breaks
his silence amid claims
Zara McDermott
'cheated on him'
 

TALK OF THE TOWN:
Sienna Miller stops for
coffee while sporting an
ultra-fashionable pair of
baggy jeans - and not
wearing engagement
ring
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following an 'intense'
labour... just a month
after announcing
pregnancy
 

Conor McGregor is
released without charge
after spending 48 hours
in custody in Corsica on
suspicion of attempted
sexual assault and
indecent exposure 

Chris Hemsworth's
surprise Weekend
Today appearance is
SLAMMED by furious
father who claims his
daughters' cheerleading
segment was 'axed'
 

Holly Willoughby cuts
a casual figure in dark
grey jacket and Levi's t-
shirt as she runs
errands near her
London home
 

Imogen Thomas turns
heads as she
showcases her tanned
legs and abs in a white
blazer co-ord and knee-
high boots during night
out in Mayfair
 

Britain's Got Talent:
Dance duo Aaron and
Jasmine are through to
the final as head judge
Amanda Holden makes
the call after panel
struggles to choose
 

Kelly Clarkson
explains why she can't
be 'truly open' about
'certain aspects' of her
divorce from Brandon
Blackstock 
 

RHOCH's Dawn Ward
reveals she's recovered
from COVID-19 after
falling ill in Greece... but
star complains she's
'only' lost 4lb during
quarantine
 

Kym Marsh, 44,
displays her washboard
abs in a tiny pink crop
top and leggings as she
reveals she's 'back on
the right road' with her
fitness  
 

'Maybe it would stop
me from editing as
much!' Laura Anderson
shares defiant makeup-
free selfie as she
discusses proposed air-
brushing ban on BBC
 

Cate Blanchett looks
effortlessly chic in a
sequinned gown as she
is joined by Vanessa
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Ronnie Ortiz-Magro's
ex Jen Harley feels 'set
up' after drunken make-
out session with
Bachelorette alum Chad
Johnson is captured on
video: 'Jen does not
remember anything' 
 

Dear White People star
Jeremy Tardy is
LEAVING the popular
series after accusing
Lionsgate of 'racial
discrimination' during
negotiations
 

'I'm shocked!':
Chuckle Brothers' Paul,
71, astounds Gogglebox
fans as he reveals he is
related to Sophie and
Peter Sandiford
 

Newlywed Lily Allen
poses in her veil as she
shares unseen snaps of
herself and daughters
Ethel, 8, and Marnie, 7,
from her wedding to
David Harbour
 

Jess Wright looks
effortlessly chic in a
white dress as she
holds hands with fiancé
William Lee-Kemp while
they enjoy a night on
the town
 

'Shame on the
producers for allowing
this': Britain's Got
Talent viewers SLAM
vicar comedian for
jokes about death amid
COVID-19 pandemic 
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Kirby at the closing
ceremony of Venice
Film Festival
 

Matt Dillon looks
dapper in a black suit as
he attends the closing
ceremony of the Venice
Film Festival with his
girlfriend
Roberta Mastromichele
 

Vanessa Paradis
steals the spotlight in a
black trouser dress as
she walks the red carpet
for Deauville American
Film Festival
 

Vanessa Hudgens
turns up the heat in
peekaboo thong
swimsuit as she does
'peach dance' in pool
for TikTok
 

Little rockstars! The
KarJenner baby clan
show off their
impressive musical
skills in adorable video
shared by grandma Kris
Jenner
 

Lily Allen is gifted with
a beautiful bouquet of
flowers by her 'Chanel
family' after marrying
Stranger Things' David
Harbour in Las Vegas
 

Pregnant Emma
Roberts drapes her
bump in '50s chic polka
dot outfit: 'baby doll
dress has a whole new
meaning'
 

TALK OF THE TOWN:
New baby joy for Lady
Bianca Eliot who is
expecting her fourth
child with 36-year-old
Mark Tamburrino
 

Jacqueline Jossa
oozes confidence as
she flaunts her
gorgeous curves in
bright blue sports bra
and matching leggings
 

Madison Beer keeps it
casual in a emerald
green shirt, T-shirt and
jeans for dinner in West
Hollywood without
rumoured new
boyfriend Nick Austin
 

Myleene Klass catches
the eye in an autumnal
print maxi dress and a
cherry red Chanel
handbag as she heads
to Smooth FM
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Hilaria Baldwin snaps
mirror selfie while
nursing newborn Edu:
'3.5 days in and we are
champs at multitasking'
 

Louise Redknapp
admits she has been
threatened with a BAN
from her son Beau's
football matches as she
shouts too loudly in
support
 

Brian Austin Green's
ex-fiancée Vanessa
Marcil SIDES with his
estranged wife Megan
Fox and details the 
'devastation' from 13-
year court battle
 

Yolanda Hadid wishes
her 'true love' Joseph
Jingoli a happy birthday
in sweet Instagram
post: 'You are a
blessing'
 

Hailey and Justin
Bieber leave dinner in
West Hollywood before
hitting up a trendy
lounge days ahead of
their two-year
anniversary
 

Lisa Armstrong pays
tribute to pals who
supported her through
Ant McPartlin split by
naming her new
makeup range after
them
 

Denise Van Outen, 46,
flaunts her pins in
fishnets and black
sequin bustier as she
shares sexy snap ahead
of Cabaret show
 

Chloe Green looks
stylish in a black vdress
while she and mother
Lady Tina support her
brother Brandon at the
Crossing Calvi Monaco
Water Bike Challenge
 

Caitlyn Jenner says
she hopes that
Kourtney Kardashian
and Scott Disick will
eventually get back
together: 'They've got
all these kids together'
 

Steve Martin reveals
his quirky way of
making sure he gets
recognized when he's
wearing a mask: 'Here is
the solution'
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Kaia Gerber looks
effortlessly chic in a
leather blazer and high-
waisted jeans during
NYC stroll... after going
public with new
boyfriend Jacob Elordi
 

Paul Walker's daughter
Meadow, 21, shares
sweet childhood snap
on late actor's 47th
birthday as she pens
'The most beautiful
soul' 
 

'It was a massive
shock to the system':
Model Erin Holland
recalls her initial
struggle of adapting to a
quieter life in lockdown
amid the pandemic
 

'I've always been a
garage girl!' Gemma
Collins wows fans with
her singing skills as she
performs rendition of
Craig David tune at
bingo event in
Manchester
 

Strictly Come
Dancing's Blackpool
Special is CANCELLED
for the first time in the
show's history due to
COVID-19 travel
concerns
 

Top Gear FIRST LOOK:
Show releases new
adrenaline-pumping
trailer with hosts Paddy
McGuinness, Freddie
Flintoff and Chris Harris
as it teases THAT £250k
Lamborghini crash 
 

Molly-Mae Hague is
forced to avoid her own
Twitter account after
facing relentless trolling
over £8k giveaway of
her designer bag
collection
 

EXCLUSIVE  BGT:
Amanda Holden and
Alesha Dixon SCREAM
in terror as The Coven
make a VERY hair-
raising entrance for
second semi-final
 

Piers Morgan embarks
on strict new diet and
limits himself to one
glass of red wine a night
in a bid to lose weight
after over indulging on
summer break
 

'Filming was
awkward!' BGT's Alesha
Dixon and David
Walliams 'had row after
she said his Little
Britain antics were
inappropriate'
 

Ciara shares a beautiful
portrait of husband
Russell Wilson with
their sons Future and
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newborn baby Win as
she tells followers there
her '3 KINGS'

MIC's Lucy Watson
looks every inch the
bride-to-be in chic white
bikini after announcing
her engagement to
James Dunmore
 

EXCLUSIVE  Jude Law
is VERY animated as he
dances during bash
with wife Phillipa and ex
Sadie Frost to celebrate
son Rudy's 18th
birthday
 

TOWIE SPOILER: First
look at Amy Childs'
return as she
tells mother Jules that
she wants her 'mini-me'
daughter Polly, 3, to be
a LAWYER when older
 

Tennis legend Boris
Becker tells bad boy
Nick Kyrgios to 'shut up
for once' after the
Aussie took a pot shot
at another star on social
media
 

Bittersweet moment
one Nolan was told
she's set to conquer
cancer... while her sister
won't: They were
treated together, cried
together and lost their
hair together - as Anne
Nolan reveals the
cruellest twist
 

'I was made to feel
ashamed and I don't feel
like that any more':
Holly Hagan reflects on
her wild past as her pals
dress up as her
'through the ages' for
hen night
 

AnnaLynne McCord
sizzles in her bikini as
she rekindles her
romance with Prison
Break star Dominic
Purcell during PDA-
packed beach day
 

In her element! Zara
Tindall can't contain her
smiles as she takes to
the saddle at Cornbury
International Horse
Trials
 

'Proud of you!' Piers
Morgan urges Ashley
Banjo to 'ignore the
haters' as he lauds
Diversity's BLM routine
on BGT.. as complaints
soar to 15,500
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Brother, I'm a
millionaire! Teacher
becomes first winner in
14 years as he scoops
jackpot 12 months after
his sibling walked away
with £500,000
 

'I definitely married
up': Keith Urban praises
wife Nicole Kidman with
aiding his music career
by 'liberating' him
 

Lady Kitty Spencer, 29,
puts on a loved-up
display with £80million
fashion tycoon fiancé
Michael Lewis, 61, as
they go shopping for
rings in Florence
 

TOWIE's Nicole Bass
flaunts her incredible
physique in a TINY
electric blue bikini as
she hits the beach on a
sunny getaway to Crete
 

Lucy Boynton looks
radiant in a black
swimsuit and cover-up
as she joins shirtless
boyfriend Rami Malek in
Croatia
 

Meghan Markle joins a
virtual call with three
clients from her
patronage Smart Works
to mark the anniversary
of her clothing
collection as she says
'confidence is the best
accessory'
 

'It's been a tragedy':
Caitlyn Jenner reveals
she's been supporting
I'm A Celebrity pal Kate
Garraway amid her
husband Derek's
ongoing health woes
 

Reggae legend Toots
Hibbert dies aged 77
with his family by his
side in Jamaica   
 

Zara McDermott
breaks her silence after
claims she 'CHEATED
on Sam Thompson' as
she shares defiant snap
in a white bustier and
underwear
 

Chloe Ferry set pulses
racing in a sheer mesh
leotard as she dresses
up in lingerie for
scantily clad snaps with
pal Bethan Kershaw
 

Brooklyn Beckham's ex
Hana Cross flashes her
toned abs in green
cropped cardigan on
night out
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Pregnant Billi Mucklow
shares a glimpse of her
surprise baby shower
with pink roses and a
giant GIRAFFE as she
awaits her daughter's
arrival
 

Luisa Zissman cuts a
low-key figure in a
plunging beige knitted
vest top and ripped
denim jeans as she
enjoys fun night out in
Mayfair  
 

TOWIE's Jess Wright
looks sensational in a
black mini as she joins
fiancé William Lee-
Kemp at her 35th
birthday celebrations
 

Justin Bieber cuddles
up to his bikini-clad wife
Hailey in lake trip
throwbacks... as he
drops major hints new
music is on the horizon 
 

Sadie Frost, 55, wows
in a racy sheer shirt and
black bra as she enjoys
fun night out with
boyfriend Darren
Strowger at Chiltern
Firehouse
 

TOWIE's Olivia
Attwood shows off her
sizzling frame in
bejewelled lingerie as
she gives fans a sneak
peek at new Only Fans
page 
 

Brad Pitt's wine is
being sold in the Berlin
restaurant owned by his
new girlfriend Nicole
Poturalski's husband
Roland Mary
 

Khloe Kardashian is
ever the doting mom as
she takes a dip with
daughter True in
gorgeous blue waters
during tropical vacation
 

Kylie Jenner puts her
toned tummy on display
in white crop top as she
takes her Rolls Royce
out for a spin...
following KUWTK
cancellation
 

Tiger King star Carole
Baskin rocks feline-
friendly top and leopard
print trousers... as she
reveals what spot-on
song she will be
dancing to on DWTS 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Felicity
Jones has given birth!
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Star Wars actress is
seen taking her
newborn baby out for a
stroll after becoming a
mother for the first time
 

Britain's Got Talent
SPOILER: Ashley Banjo
defiantly returns to the
stage after controversial
BLM Diversity dance as
Alesha Dixon shows
support
 

50 Cent's legal drama
temporarily shut down
over inconsistent
COVID-19 testing on set
 

Betty Who secretly got
married to photographer
fiancé Zak Cassar
during quarantine after
six years together: 'I
feel really lucky'
 

Madonna teases
potential title to the
biopic film script she's
working on with writer
Diablo Cody with a
series of arresting
selfies
 

Kim Kardashian
shows off her world
famous curves while
posing in a new version
of her Skims shapewear
line underneath a
modest white ensemble
 

Halsey mixes country
with boho chic as she
steps out in cowboy
boots and flowing floral
dress... after
announcing her
upcoming acting debut 
 

Bella Hadid models a
psychedelic aqua
marble print outfit and
strikes several
fashionable poses on
her Instagram: 'Swipe
for a smile'
 

EXCLUSIVE  TOWIE
SPOILER: Yazmin
Oukhellou reveals she
left holiday with Amber
Turner to meet James
Lock after split
 

Brian Austin Green
defends his sons after
critics remark on their
long hair: 'In my opinion
they are beautiful' 
 

Hilary Duff introduces
her friend to a VERY
unusual childhood dish
made up of canned
pear, mayonnaise,
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cheese, and cherry: 'I
grew up on it' 
 

Joe Jonas and Sophie
Turner display new
parent goals with a 'date
night done right' on
Instagram as the couple
dine on salad and watch
sports events
 

'I'm in awe of this
man!' Who Wants To Be
A Millionaire host
Jeremy Clarkson and
fans left in tears as
history teacher Donald
Fear bags the top prize
 

Cate Blanchett looks
impeccably chic in a
black and white
jumpsuit as she attends
the screening of her
mini-series at the 77th
Venice Film Festival
 

Demi Rose flaunts her
jaw-dropping cleavage
in a plunging LDB
teamed with a VERY
racy gold belt as she
poses for slew of
sizzling snaps

Julianne Hough
showcases her toned
abs in a blush leggings
and sports bra co-ord
set while out on a hike
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Did Harry have 'court
jester' Guy Pelly over to
raise morale? Prince's
old friend has 'visited
Sussexes at their £11m
California mansion' 
 

Jaden Smith says he
and Sofia Richie are
'just homies' after their
Labor Day beach outing
sparks romance rumors
 

Johnny Depp thanks
fans for their support
through the 'long and
interesting episodes' of
his life... as he is
granted a delay in
defamation trial 
 

Camila Morrone nails
casual sophistication in
distressed jeans and
loose cardigan as she
grabs an iced coffee
with her husky by her
side
 

'This time last year I
was seriously low':
Alexandra Cane reveals
she battled suicidal
thoughts and ended up
in hospital due to
anxiety in candid post
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Glee star Naya Rivera,
33, put her arm in the air
and yelled to her son,
four, for help before she
died by accidental
drowning, autopsy
reveals
 

Stacey Solomon
reveals Joe Swash took
the TV star on a
surprise date to IKEA as
she admits she thought
they were off to a fancy
hotel
 

'The first night I wore it
I slept like a baby': This
top-rated £6.80 eye
mask has received
hundreds of glowing
Amazon reviews
PROMOTED   

Hailey Bieber flashes
her bare midriff in grey
sweats as she goes
from the gym to a
swanky West Hollywood
lunch spot with
bestie Justine Skye
 

Demi Lovato fell in
love with now-fiance
Max Ehrich the night
she met him... as singer
reveals they went into
lockdown one week
after they started dating
 

Megan Barton Hanson
shows off her
sensational figure in a
black lace bra and
thong briefs in sizzling
snaps as she teases
OnlyFans content
 

Ozzy Osbourne
embraces his grey locks
as he chats to pals
while leaning on his
cane for support... amid
his battle with
Parkinson's disease
 

BGT Ofcom
complaints soar AGAIN
to 15,500 as judge
Alesha Dixon tells
critics of Diversity's
BLM routine to 'kiss my
black a**' 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Lewis
Hamilton enjoys a yacht
trip with stunning
brunette companion
(and she's a dead ringer
for his ex Nicole
Scherzinger!)
 

Love Island's Arabella
Chi shows off her
sensational figure in a
skimpy black bikini as
she relaxes with new
beau Morad Izemrane in
Marbella
 

Tamar Braxton's ex-
boyfriend claims singer
attacked him inside car
and threatened to have
him killed as details
emerge from restraining
order
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Geri Horner
'trademarks Rainbow
Women as she prepares
to release new
children's book series
while taking a break
from her music career'
 

'Ladies man' Captain
Tom Moore asked for
'six blondes' in his
changing room when he
appeared on Piers
Morgan's Life Stories 
 

Can YOU beat Who
Wants to Be A
Millionaire's 'fastest
winner' - who took just
20 minutes to answer
these 15 fiendish
questions
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ireland
Baldwin puts on a
sizzling display as she
showcases her
incredible figure in a
pink zebra print bikini
as she hits the beach
 

Jordana Brewster is a
bikini bombshell in a
strapless black two-
piece as she holds
hands with new beau
Mason Morfit on the
beach in Malibu
 

'Hearts full': Hilaria
Baldwin cradles her fifth
child as she relaxes at
home with her family:
'Two tired parents, all of
our Baldwinitos
together'
 

Kourtney Kardashian
reveals she usually
turns to her younger
sister Khloe for
relationship advice as
she says 'I wouldn't go
to Kim'
 

Top Chef contestant
Aaron Grissom dies
aged 34 after a 'high
speed' motorcycle
accident in Chambers
Bay near Tacoma
 

EXCLUSIVE  'He left
my bedroom VERY
happy!' Icelandic
teenager reveals night
of passion with England
soccer star Phil Foden
at team hotel
 

Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire? fans joke
winner Donald Fear
should have used his
Phone A Friend lifeline
to call his brother to
GLOAT
 

Emily Ratajkowski
brightens up NYC as
she struts her stuff in
neon green hoodie and
edgy leather jacket
during dog walk with
beloved pooch
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Millionaire winner
Donald Fear vows to
buy a motorhome after
scooping the jackpot
before giving 70% of his
winnings away to his
family 

Good news for Fiona
Bruce: Presenter, 56, is
tipped to make top ten
on BBC's rich list after
Question Time role
could push her pay past
£400k
 

Harry Styles 'replaces
Shia LaBeouf starring in
Don't Worry, Darling
alongside Florence
Pugh and Chris Pine'
after his Dunkirk acting
debut
 

The Rolling Stones
become first band to top
UK charts in six
different decades after
scoring a number 1 with
revamped Goat's Head
Soup album
 

Kourtney Kardashian's
new best friend Addison
Rae, 19, of TikTok fame
lands the lead role in
the remake of 1999's
She's All That

 

Has Neil Jones got
MARRIED? Strictly
star's new girlfriend
sparks rumours as she
calls him 'husband'...
after revealing she has
taken his surname
 

Kaia Gerber's
boyfriend Jacob Elordi
displays his quirky
fashion sense in
colourful graphic print
jeans as they dine out in
NYC

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Mama Mia! star is swept
off her feet by The
Bachelor hunk: Actress
Georgina Castle dating
Alex Marks after she
spotted him on show 
 

'The harder you work
the luckier you get!'
Ferne McCann gushes
over 'milestone'
moment as she
purchases £100K Range
Rover
 

TOWIE's Courtney
Green and Chloe
Meadows turn heads in
skimpy white
ensembles as they
compete in tennis
match during filming
 

Kim Kardashian looks
like a teenager with
'rave' pigtails a nude
bodysuit and skinny
jeans... even though she
will turn 40-years-old
next month
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Eniko Hart bares baby
bump as she models
Fabletics sports gear
and tells her fans 'I can't
wait to drop this belly
so I can wear these
comfortably'
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Charles Dance turned
down the chance to play
James Bond: Actor
admits he would have
'f***** it up' when invited
to audition to replace
Roger Moore
 

TALK OF THE TOWN:
Doc Martin star Martin
Clunes had a real
emergency to deal with
after his wife was
injured in a riding
accident
 

Kate Moss, 46, is a
model mother as she
takes daughter Lila, 17,
to Dior designer's
birthday bash
 

Kelly Brook, 40, puts
on a VERY leggy display
in ripped denim
hotpants and suede
cowboy boots as she
leaves work at Heart
Radio
 

Anne Heche, 51,
shows off a knee injury
as she and fellow DWTS
contestants arrive at
final rehearsals two
days before the
premiere
 

The Duke has been
linked to at least 12
women across seven
decades of marriage -
and the rumours won't
go away, says his
biographer

Kelis gives birth to her
third child! Singer, 41,
welcomes a baby girl
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BUY > BUY > BUY >
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